TW-SPL

Door Station Adaptor Plate for Towers

-INSTRUCTIONS-

The TW-SPL is an adaptor plate for Aiphone’s standard IS and IX Series door stations to mount to an Aiphone tower. The TW-SPL will secure to the middle module of the Aiphone tower and provide the mounting pattern for the narrower standard Aiphone IS and IX Series stations. This adaptor plate is ideal for installing TW-22/A Series high/low towers in vehicle gate entry applications, or any time a non-emergency station needs to be mounted into an Aiphone tower. Compatible stations are: IS-DVF, IS-IPDF, IS-SS, IX-DVF, and IX-SSA.

Note: The standard IS stations do not have a trigger to activate a strobe. If the beacon/strobe is included with the tower assembly and the strobe needs to be triggered upon call-in, use an IS emergency style station or an IX Series station.

Package Contents:

TW-SPL adaptor plate
Mounting screws (qty. 4)

Mounting:

Secure the TW-SPL adaptor plate to the Aiphone tower using the supplied screws.
Connect the required wires to the IS or IX Series door station and secure the door station to the TW-SPL using the security screws and security screw driver supplied with the door station.

Dimensions:

11" H x 5-7/8" W x 1/16" D

Note:

Only information pertaining to the mounting the TW-SPL is included here. For complete installation, wiring, programming, and operating information about the IS or IX Series, refer to the installation manual included with the system. Refer to the tower instruction manual for complete information on installing the tower.
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